
 
 
 

1. Introductory points for discussion.. 



 We have had (extended) discussions within 
ATLAS on the (relatively low) usefulness of 
printed/online proceedings, compared to the  
(relatively large) effort to review and publish 
them and would like to discuss a common 
view where we might change the culture such 
that the talk slides are adopted as the means 
to communicate info. from a conference... 



1. Proceedings are no 
longer a source of new 
information to the 
community 

2. Proceedings are late 
and take time to review 
 

3. Write Once Read Never  
= WORN out? 

1. Individual recognition 
can be gained through 
the talk invitation and 
the slides on the Web 

2. These are more timely 
requiring less time to 
review 

3. A better way to 
stimulate and facilitate 
international 
cooperation? 



 Propose that we discourage the use of transparencies/slides 
 

 Emphasise the use of slides on the web as the record 
 

 Recognise it will take some time to change any ‘culture’ 
 

 If the CERN experiments agree then we may be able to 
influence Conference organisers? 
 

 How? Via SIPB? -> IUPAP?? ( whose mission is “To stimulate 
and facilitate international cooperation in physics..”) 



 Broad support for the outline proposal from all the 
experiments, theory and SIS/IT (in terms of the need for 
change and suggestion for how this could be implemented)  

 There were a wide range of useful suggestions 
 The next step is to write a short proposal document on 

behalf of SIPB which would summarise the inputs  
 This would then be circulated to each of the experiments. 

Experiments would then provide their view of how the 
scheme could/should be implemented  

 This would be discussed at the next SIPB (on March 21st) 
 If consensus is reached, an SIPB document would be raised 

with IUPAP at a meeting in ~October 2013 



1. This is a broad change – need to understand effect on 
University appointment committees and country 
bureacracies 

2. Scheme needs to handle technical proceedings and poster 
contributions 

3. Scheme needs to allow for summary contributions 
4. Theory proceedings “absolutely useless” – welcome  

change 
5. Nobody is citing these documents: ‘citations’ -> ‘web hits’? 
6. Proceedings from Schools are an exception 
7. Technical slides are usually insufficient -> augment with 

slide notes, reference to CONF note and/or document in 
indico? 
 
 
 



8. Accelerator conferences write proceedings in advance, but 
these are variable quality 

9. SIPB -> questionnaire for those under ~30 – to gather their 
views: what is the young perspective? 

10. IUPAP -> written proposal can be brought forward from SIPB 
11. Retrievability and citeability 
12. Inspire Advisory Board -> archive slide -> possible technically: 

same level of longevity and citability? 
13. IT: indico aggregation possible from ~all conferences (indico to 

invenio gateway) 
14. Emphasise role of PAS/CONF notes as the record 
15. Documentation writing training? Train early career physicists 

through (extensive) internal documentation and theses 
 
 
 
 
 



 1 page proposal document to be put forward including 
alternatives for (augmented?) slides perhaps including: 

1. Page of relevant cited documents  
2. Extended (augmented?) backup slides 
3. Full set of notes within slides?  
4. Video?  
5. Associated document (available with the slides)?  
 Record of comments received/responses made at the conference 

 Count hits/downloads on specific indico contributions -> 
individual recognition measure  

 In general, aim to enhance the relevance of the slide 
contributions available at the time 

 Allow for optional proceedings as well? 
 Request all ‘experiments’ to provide their considered input on 

this proposal 
 
 
 
 



JULY REVOLUTION (1830) JULY REVOLUTION (2012) 

Q: is it the Higgs? 

“It is too early to say” 
Zhou Enlai (probably talking about the 1968 
Paris Revolution and not the first [or second, 
July] French Revolution) 

Q: was the event significant? 


